Abstract. The property of hyperbolic sets that is embodied in the Shadowing Lemma is of great importance in the theory of dynamical systems. In this paper a new proof of the lemma is presented, which applies not only to the usual case of a ditteomorphism in finite-dimensional space but also to a sequence of possibly noninvertible maps in a Banach space. The approach is via Newton's method, the main step being the verification that a certain linear operator is invertible. At the end of the paper an application to parabolic evolution equations is given.
1. Introduction. Let f be a diffeomorphism from R k into itself. Given an initial point, the iterates of f and its inverse generate a sequence of points Xn+l =f(xn). Then {xn}nz is called the orbit through Xo. A sequence of points {Yn}z is called a g-pseudo-orbit offiflyn+l -f(Y,)l <--for all n, where t > 0 is a constant. The Shadowing Lemma says that if S c R k is a hyperbolic set for f then for every e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that every t-pseudo-orbit (Y,}z in S is e-shadowed by an orbit {x,},z of f, that is, Ix,-Y,I -< e for all n. This lemma was first stated and proved in Anosov [1] and Bowen [3] under slightly different conditions. Several different proofs were given later in Conley [4] , Robinson [15] , Guckenheimer, Moser, and Newhouse [6] , Ekeland [5] , Lanford [10] , Shub [16] , and Palmer [14] .
A g-pseudo-orbit can be thought of as an orbit generated numerically by a computer. If this orbit is in or near a hyperbolic set for f, the Shadowing Lemma implies that an orbit for f can be found near such a "noisy" numerical orbit for an arbitrarily long time. In fact, Hammel, Yorke, and Grebogi [7] showed how we may apply the ideas of the Shadowing Lemma to prove that "noisy" numerical orbits are actually near real orbits for a finite but fixed time even in the nonhyperbolic case. In [12] , Palmer showed that the complicated behavior of the orbits of a diffeomorphism near a transversal homoclinic point can be explained by the sole use of the Shadowing Lemma. This has been generalized by Blazquez [2] to infinite-dimensional systems generated by parabolic evolution equations.
When considered abstractly, the problem of finding a shadowing orbit can be approached by Newton's method for finding zeros of functions. To see this, let X be the Banach space of all bounded Rk-valued sequences x {x}nz with the usual sup norm and define ff:X X by ((x)), =x,,-f(x,,_l), where ((x)) denotes the nth element of the sequence (x) X. 2 ,,(t) + Ax,(t) f(x, (t), t) + h,(t), where h.(t) and g, are the error terms. The problem is to find an analogue of the hyperbolicity condition to guarantee that there exists a solution of (1.1) which, for each n in Z, is close to x,(t) in the interval
In this paper, we will show that a Shadowing Lemma may be derived using Newton's method and that the lemma is applicable to the just-mentioned situation (see 6). Because of the applications, we will work with C maps in Banach spaces that are not necessarily ditteomorphisms. In fact, we consider a sequence {f,},z of mappings rather than a single mapping f We set up the problem abstractly in a Banach space of sequences and apply a variant of Newton's method. The key tool is Lemma 3.2 in which we show that a certain linear operator is invertible (in the finite-dimensional case, this can also be proved by the perturbation theorem for exponential dichotomies in Palmer [13] ). Lin has proved a similar lemma in [11] , where the application is to a problem in ordinary differential equations. Here Lemma 3.2 is proved by an iteration method, which means, we believe, that it could be implemented on the computer. Newhouse [6] also used an iteration process but it is rather more involved in that at each step it uses the intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds.
Finally we should mention that as this paper was being written Walther sent us the preprint [18] where he proves the Shadowing Lemma for noninvertible maps. Stoffer [17] has also proved such a theorem. Both of these authors use the methods of Kirchgraber [9] , which are quite different from ours. 2. Definition and statement of the Shadowing Lemma. What we are going to prove is a "nonautonomous" Shadowing Lemma for a sequence f, :X, X,+l(n Z) of C maps. Here X, is a Banach space with norm l" Ix,. ( 
Also we assume that IP(x)l--< K, [I-P.(x)]-< K for x S., n Z. An orbit for {f.}.z is a sequence {x.}.z with x. X. and X.+l =f.(x.) for all n Z. If To prove the Shadowing Lemma, we will use some facts about linear ditterence equations and a variant of Newton's method for solving nonlinear equations. Moreover, it is required that P(n,m):A/'(P,.)-->A/'(Pn) (A/" denotes nullspace) be an isomorphism. Then for n >= rn we define I,(m, n):AZ(P.)--> A/'(P,.) as the inverse of P(n, rn) AZ(P. --> A;(P. and require that (3.4) loP(m, n)(I-P.)I <= KA"-" for n -_> m.
It is clear from the definition of hyperbolicity that the following lemma holds. For 0< e eo, we define B {x X" Ilx-yll e} and show that T is a contraction on B. The proposition will then follow immediately from the contraction mapping IL(x)-L(y)I MIx-yl for x S,, y X,, and Ix Yl A. This fact is used in the following two lemmas, which make precise a statement of Guckenheimer, Moser, and Newhouse [6] that in the Shadowing Lemma it is enough to shadow a 6-pseudo-orbit for the sequence of mappings {f,+-i of,+ of,},z. 6. Application to parabolic evolution equations. Consider the following parabolic evolution equation (6.1) + Ax f(x, t) in a Banach space X with norm I" I. Suppose A is a sectorial operator in X (see Henry [8] for general reference in this section) with Re tr(A) > 0. We can define the fractional powers As'(As) --> X, 0-< a -< 1, and then X (As), the domain of As, becomes a Banach space with the graph norm We also assume that fe CI(X x R, X) and that f and Dxf: X x R--> (Xs, X) are Lipschitzian in x and locally HSlder continuous in t. Under these conditions the initial value problem + Ax f(x, t), x (to) Xo has for all (Xo, to)e Xx R a unique solution x(t; Xo, to)e C([to, T),X) cl((to, r),x)f) C((to, T), (A)), where to, T) is the maximal interval of existence. We denote the solution map of (6.1) by T(t, to)(Xo)-x(t; Xo, to).
Let S c X x R be a forward invariant set for (6.1) , that is, if (Xo, to)e S then T(t, to)(Xo) is defined for all ->_ to and (T(t, to)(Xo), t) S. This means that T(t, to)Sto S, for all t_-> to, where St {x X'(x, t)e S} is the t-section of S. We say S is hyperbolic if:
(i) For x e S,, e R, there is a splitting (6.2) X=E,(x)ET(x) which is invariant, that is,
DxT( t, to)(x)E ,o(X) E '(T( t, to)(X)) (DxT(t, to)(X))-" ET(T(t, to)(X))-Ergo(X).
(ii) There exist constants K _-> 1,/3 > 0 such that for x Sto and t, to R with _-> to, IDxT(t, to)(x)P(x)le<xo.x.) <= K e -'-'o (6.4) I(OxT(t, to)(X))-(I-P,(T(t, to)(X)))lex,x-< g e -'-'o.
Now we want to define pseudosolutions of (6.1). Let is the jump at -..
If e is positive, a solution x(t) of (6.1) is said to e-shadow the 6-pseudosolution {x.(t)} if x(t) is defined for all and [x(t)-x.(t)l<=e for r._<-t<-r., nZ.
THEOREM 6.1. Let A, X, X , f(t, x) be as above and suppose S= X x R is a forward invariant hyperbolic set for (6.1) such that f(x, t). and Dxf(x, t) are bounded and Lipschitz continuous in a A-neighborhood 0 of S in X'x R.
Let {x,,( t)}, %_ =< -< %, n Z, be a 6-pseudosolution of (6.1) such that for 'l'n_ <--7". and n Z, x. t) is in a &neighborhood of St in the X norm.
Then there exist eo > 0 and a positive function i( e ), both depending only on A, f " inf. (-.-z._), such that if 0 < e <-eo and 6 <-6(e), there is a unique solution of (6.1) that e-shadows { x. (t)}.
For the proof of Theorem 6.1, we need a lemma. LEMA 6.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 hold and let M be the bound for xf( t, x) in O. Let x( t) be a solution of (6.1) [8] imply that there exists a closed Al-neighborhood O1 of S in Xx R such that for (x, to) O,, T(t, to)(X) is defined for to -< -< to + 2-and both T(t, to)(X) and D,,T(t, to)(X) are bounded and continuous, uniformly with respect to (x, to) O1 and [to, to+ 2r].
(These functions have ranges in X and (X , X), respectively, and the continuity is with respect to these norms.)
Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 =< --< r, ',-1 -< 2-for all n. We first consider the case where h,(t)= 0 and x,(t) S, for all and n. Then if we let be X for all n and f, be T(r,, r,_l):X X the domain of f, contains a closed
